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Solar Observatory: Shedding Light on the Surface of
the Sun.
Zane F. Davis
Utah State University Department of Physics, Logan, Utah

The Solar Observatory was used to observe the photosphere of the sun. The
main focus to observer the photosphere are the sunspots and prominences
that develop on the surface. These phenomenon can lead to Coronal Mass
Ejections (CME’s). After taking pictures and analyzing them, there was only
one day that had any activity on the photosphere. It was concluded that the
sun is at it’s solar minima. This means that there is little to zero activity on the
suns photosphere. With this, and more data over an extended period of time,
it is possible to calculate a solar cycle.

Experiment Date: March 25 - April 28, 2018
Report Submitted: April 28, 2018

Introduction
From the beginning of time to the modern day, man has peered up at the azure blue
sky and contemplated the sun and all its majesty. The sun is a remarkable orb, it’s what
holds our system of planets together, it’s what heats the Earth’s surface, gives us light
to see, allows us to get those perfect tans by the pool side, even provides plenty power
for our homes and businesses. But what’s really going on in it’s suburban
neighborhoods?
Sunspots can vary from small black marks on the surface of the sun to multiple large
areas that are the size of the planet Jupiter or bigger. These sunspots arise from
intense magnetic fields that can cause temperature diﬀerences on the sun’s surface.
The sun’s photosphere (surface layer) is roughly 5800K, when the temperature of the
photosphere drops a few thousand degrees, sunspots will begin to form.
Prominences are mystical features of the sun that researchers are continuing to study.
Prominences are also known as filaments may look small from the surface of the Earth
but can reach far into space. Being formed of plasma, they can be stable or unstable
features. Stable prominences can last for several months before dissipating. Unstable
prominences will discharge the plasma into space, traveling at thousands of miles per
hour, they can pummel Earth, knocking out electrical grids, disrupt communications or
render satellites dead in the sky [1]. Thankfully, the Earth has a defense; the magnetic
field that surrounds the Earth protects us from the harsh radiation that accompanies
these solar flares. If it weren’t for the magnetic field, the Earth would be bombarded
with high doses of radiation and human life would very possibly go extinct or not have
developed.
These wonders of science both have an interesting characteristic, they emit their
particles that can be viewed in a certain parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. This
can be viewed through an H-Alpha Filter. This filter takes the many diﬀerent spectral
lines that are emitted and cause distortions and filters them out, leaving the H-Alpha
spectrum. This allows us to see the sunspots and prominences that are on the
photosphere and chromosphere clearly without the background noise.
Using the telescope and a solar filter so that the sun’s rays are safely viewable, the
telescope magnifies the sun, zooming in on specific regions of the sun where the
prominences and sunspots will be visible to analyze later. From this a solar cycle will be

able to be determined. This will help predict when solar maximas and minimas are.
Solar minimas are when there is little to zero activity on the suns photosphere, and the
opposite for solar minimums.

Procedure:
The purpose of this project is two fold: first, is to establish the solar observatory, establishing
the proper settings for the camera and tuning the focus so that the pictures come out as clear
as possible. Second, is to involve the community, so that the younger generation will be
inspired to be more involved and excited to do science.
To observe the sun safely, locate the following equipment. Celestron 8” Cassegrain telescope
[2], 1.75” H-Alpha Filter [3], 9.25” solar filter [4], Nikon D3200 camera [5], 2” camera adapter,
Memory card for the camera, secure stand, AC adapter for telescope mount (this is optional,
but does make adjusting the telescope slightly easier.) [6]. Note: it extremely important that you
do not look at the sun with your bare eyes. Doing so will cause damage and even blindness.
Tracking controller (optional) [7], and solar grade observing glasses (optional, but highly
recommended) [7]. At the base of the arm of the telescope there is a toggle switch that will turn
the motion tracking on. Use the tracking controller to move the telescope. You can push rate
on the controller then press any of the 9 numbers to make the motion of the telescope go
faster. The lower the number the slower it will move, for fine movements when viewing the sun,
this will help to isolate the area of the sun that is to be photographed.
Set the telescope up in a open area that has good sunlight, attach the H-Alpha filter onto the
lens area of the camera adapter. Remove the protective cover from the front of the camera,
align the tri-locking interface of the camera and camera adapter and lock into position. Place
the camera and camera adapter in the eyepiece of the telescope and tighten the screws along
the side of the eye piece tube. (When aligning the telescope you may want to leave the camera
out of the lens until the sun is in the field of vision of the telescope.).
To set up the camera, the following settings will need to be used in order to capture the best
pictures that is available. First, set the camera to take jpeg (fine) images; to do this, access the
menu by pressing the menu button on the left side of the LCD. Navigate up to the image
quality by pressing the arrow inputs on the right side of the LCD. Then select JPEG fine. Press
menu twice to get to the aperture to 1/10 when the filter is on and the ISO is set to 400. To set
the aperture, when in the main menu, use the scroll wheel at the top to adjust the aperture. To
set the ISO when in the main menu, press the menu button and navigate down to the ISO
sensitivity settings and press ok. Press okay again and it will bring up the available options to
choose which ISO setting is appropriate for observing the sun. Press LV to switch the LCD over
to viewing the active picture display.

To set the timer, press the the button right above the garbage can and select 10s. This will have
to be repeated for every photo that is taken. This step is important, the base of the telescope
isn’t as steady for a clear image. So the timer allows the jostling to dissipate and the image will
be more clear.

Data:

Figure 1: Picture taken 4/21/18 at ISO 400 and shutter speed 1/10, in
bottom left of sun, two small dark spots are visible.

Figure 2: picture used for
comparison that is from
spaceweather.com. The same
sunspots are visible on sun’s
surface. [9]

Summary:
As the data had been collected, the pictures were analyzed. Using spaceweather.com
[6] as a comparison, the sun’s surface is at a solar minima of its solar cycle. There was
only one day of data collection where the data collected showed any activity. The
sunspot that was visible was small and is non-threatening, meaning that the sunspot at
this time is not strong enough to create a CME.
Errors for this experiment are easily fixable. The 8” telescope’s focal length was to big
so the whole sun wasn’t able to be photographed; a smaller 6” telescope would allow
the user to photograph the whole sun. A sturdier base would help with the fuzziness of
the pictures and make the picture sharper. Software could have been used to clean up
the pictures but this wasn’t necessary for our purposes.
The experiment was a success. The solar observatory was tuned so that it can be
easily setup. The camera settings were established so that the pictures will be as sharp
as possible. The next step is to involve the community. Going forward, the objective is
to be able to hold observation days where the community will come in and be able to
take pictures themselves. Another goal is to be able to build a website so that real time
data will be available to the public via the internet.
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Figure 3: 8” cassegrain telescope by
Celestron,
trunk provided by In-a-Stitch.
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Figure 4:Left: H-Alpha Filter. Right: H-Alpha filter attached to 2” camera adapter.
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Figure 5: Solar filter, It is extremely important that this filter is used at all times during
the observation for safety, neglecting to use this filter while looking at the sun will
cause damage to eyes or blindness.
[5]

Figure 6: Nikon camera with 2” camera adapter and H-Alpha filter.
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Figure 7: AC adapter to power the tracking base.
[7]

Figure 7: Tracking controller
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Figure 8: Solar grade observing glasses. Highly recommended. These will protect your
eyes while trying to view the sun and get the telescope lined up with the sun.
[9] “SpaceWeather.com -- News and Information about Meteor Showers, Solar Flares,
Auroras, and near-Earth Asteroids.” SpaceWeather.com -- News and Information about
Meteor Showers, Solar Flares, Auroras, and near-Earth Asteroids,
www.spaceweather.com/.

